Instructor  

Course and Section no.  

Please comment below on special strengths and weaknesses of the instructor and the instructor's conduct of the course. Constructive criticism is solicited.

*Completed questionnaires will be given to your instructor after final grades for the course have been assigned. You are not expected to sign this form.
Instructor: Dr. Ross

Course and Section no.: Math 205 Sec. 3

Please comment below on special strengths and weaknesses of the instructor and the instructor's conduct of the course. Constructive criticism is solicited.

The instructor is very well prepared to teach the class. He prepares what is going to be introduced in class days before the lecture. He gives the students the chance to go over problems in class so they get a chance to see what they didn't do. Finally, he is very supportive when teaching class and tries to make students do their best. But during lectures, there are times when he goes through the material a little too fast. Students may have trouble understanding what goes on.

*Completed questionnaires will be given to your instructor after final grades for the course have been assigned. You are not expected to sign this form.
Instructor: David Ross

Course and Section no.: 205 sec 3

Please comment below on special strengths and weaknesses of the instructor and the instructor's conduct of the course. Constructive criticism is solicited.

Thought that the instructor was very fair and reasonable, encouraged questions, tried to give credit for work done if encouraged understanding of problem areas. Seems to have strong understanding of subject.

*Completed questionnaires will be given to your instructor after final grades for the course have been assigned. You are not expected to sign this form.
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII AT MANOA  
Department of Mathematics  

Student Evaluation of Teaching*  

Instructor ________________________________  

Course and Section no. MATH 325 Section 2  

Please comment below on special strengths and weaknesses of the instructor and the instructor's conduct of the course. Constructive criticism is solicited.  

STRENGTHS: STRAIGHT FORWARD & VERY FAIR. LECTURES WERE CLEAR & EASY TO FOLLOW, UNLIKE A LOT OF OTHER TEACHERS, HE FACES THE BOARD, TALK INTO THE BOARD  

WEAKNESSES:  

NONE, I REALLY LIKED THIS CLASS COMPARED TO OTHER MATH CLASSES  

*Completed questionnaires will be given to your instructor after final grades for the course have been assigned. You are not expected to sign this form.
Instructor: Ross

Course and Section no.: Math 205, Section 3

Please comment below on special strengths and weaknesses of the instructor and the instructor's conduct of the course. Constructive criticism is solicited.

I especially liked the optional homework where we could ask to have the problems done on the board during the following class. I found it very, very helpful that there was no pressure to do the homework for a grade, but just to refresh our minds. The quizzes and tests were very fair and I understood the grading system, unlike other profs in this department.

Why aren't you teaching 206?!?
Instructor: David Ross

Course and Section no.: 205 sect. 3

Please comment below on special strengths and weaknesses of the instructor and the instructor's conduct of the course. Constructive criticism is solicited.

Mr. Ross is an excellent teacher, although a lot of the theorems seem very technical, he delivers them in such a way that it makes sense. His quizzes keep up a good pace to keep us doing homework and the tests he gives are fairly easy if you did the homework.

*Completed questionnaires will be given to your instructor after final grades for the course have been assigned. You are not expected to sign this form.
Instructor: David Ross

Course and Section no.: Math 205, sec. 3

Please comment below on special strengths and weaknesses of the instructor and the instructor's conduct of the course. Constructive criticism is solicited.

Dave demonstrated his great knowledge in mathematics. However, he's lacking some sense of humor. As you know, math is a very boring course, having some fun stuff in class would certainly helps.

I love Dave's grading system.

*Completed questionnaires will be given to your instructor after final grades for the course have been assigned. You are not expected to sign this form.*
Instructor

Course and Section no. 205 003

Please comment below on special strengths and weaknesses of the instructor and the instructor's conduct of the course. Constructive criticism is solicited.

The prof. goes through the material quickly, but sometimes too quickly. He is very enthusiastic about Maths and he's sometimes inspiring.

The book should have more examples of more difficult problems.

*Completed questionnaires will be given to your instructor after final grades for the course have been assigned. You are not expected to sign this form.
Instructor: Ross, David

Course and Section no.: Math 205, sec (3)

Please comment below on special strengths and weaknesses of the instructor and the instructor's conduct of the course. Constructive criticism is solicited.

If the instructor could solve more questions from the text and explained more on the applications for each problem, specially spent more time to explain that would be more perfect.

*Completed questionnaires will be given to your instructor after final grades for the course have been assigned. You are not expected to sign this form.
Instructor: Ross
Course and Section no.: MATH 2052 SECT. 3

Please comment below on special strengths and weaknesses of the instructor and the instructor’s conduct of the course. Constructive criticism is solicited.

i really don't like math in general. it has always given me a hard time. but overall, the instructor was pretty good. he gave a lot of examples and made use of his class time. his grading is fair. he gave a lot of partial credit which helped.

i would recommend this instructor.

*Completed questionnaires will be given to your instructor after final grades for the course have been assigned. You are not expected to sign this form.
Instructor  David Ross

Course and Section no.  205, 03

Please comment below on special strengths and weaknesses of the instructor and the instructor's conduct of the course. Constructive criticism is solicited.

   Mr. Ross is a good instructor. He explains very well. But I think it would be better if he speaks slower so I can have a chance to take notes in class.

*Completed questionnaires will be given to your instructor after final grades for the course have been assigned. You are not expected to sign this form.*
Instructor: Ross, David
Course and Section no.: Math 205 Sec. 3

Please comment below on special strengths and weaknesses of the instructor and the instructor's conduct of the course. Constructive criticism is solicited.

I felt that Prof. Ross' knowledge of subject matter was excellent. The only grade I got that he made me feel that I was being rushed through the course. Occasionally I was difficult to understand. Could have kept up with example problems on the board.

*Completed questionnaires will be given to your instructor after final grades for the course have been assigned. You are not expected to sign this form.
Instructor: Professor Ross

Course and Section no.: Math 205 Section 003

Please comment below on special strengths and weaknesses of the instructor and the instructor’s conduct of the course. Constructive criticism is solicited.

I enjoyed my math class this semester. Professor Ross wasn’t a boring teacher.

I liked how the instructor covered/reviewed homework. He showed more than one way to do problems & he also extended homework answers to cover other things.

Also, I like that we didn’t too much time on theoretical memorizing proving theorems . . .

*Completed questionnaires will be given to your instructor after final grades for the course have been assigned. You are not expected to sign this form.*
Instructor  David Ross

Course and Section no 205 3

Please comment below on special strengths and weaknesses of the instructor and the instructor's conduct of the course. Constructive criticism is solicited.

Good class, very fair
maybe could've had gateway exams to help

*Completed questionnaires will be given to your instructor after final grades for the course have been assigned. You are not expected to sign this form.
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII AT MANOA
Department of Mathematics

Student Evaluation of Teaching*

Instructor ________________________________

Course and Section no. ____________________

Please comment below on special strengths and weaknesses of the instructor and the instructor's conduct of the course. Constructive criticism is solicited.

I liked how you left the homework up to the students to do. You didn't require it to be turned in. I thought that was really good. Also I liked the way you explained things, it was very clear. Also I liked the fact that you are organized and have good hand writing. That really helped. I enjoyed this class.

*Completed questionnaires will be given to your instructor after final grades for the course have been assigned. You are not expected to sign this form.
Instructor: Ross

Course and Section no: MAth 206 sec 3

Please comment below on special strengths and weaknesses of the instructor and the instructor's conduct of the course. Constructive criticism is solicited.

The instructor is excellent. Through the teaching method of the instructor, I understand very well about the materials covered by this course, except for the last chapter, 6.2, 6.3. I have trouble with identifying between washer and shell. I believe this is not the instructor's problem, but it's my problem on understanding the materials. I have no other comments.

*Completed questionnaires will be given to your instructor after final grades for the course have been assigned. You are not expected to sign this form.
Instructor  Mr. Ross

Course and Section no.  Math 205 Sec. 3

Please comment below on special strengths and weaknesses of the instructor and the instructor’s conduct of the course. Constructive criticism is solicited.

Covers material thoroughly, but at times goes over some sections a little too fast.

Overall he's a really good math Instructor, speaks clearly, and tries to make Calculus understandable.

*Completed questionnaires will be given to your instructor after final grades for the course have been assigned. You are not expected to sign this form.
Instructor  Ross, D.  

Course and Section no.  Math 205  Sec 3  

Please comment below on special strengths and weaknesses of the instructor and the instructor's conduct of the course. Constructive criticism is solicited.

Homework triggered sleep on Mon, Wed, Fri.
Homework helped keep you going.
Class size helped.
Book is horrible.

Class time is good, evenly spaced MWF.
Good examples and understandable explanations of problems.

*Completed questionnaires will be given to your instructor after final grades for the course have been assigned. You are not expected to sign this form.
Instructor: Professor Ross

Course and Section no.: 205 sec. 3

Please comment below on special strengths and weaknesses of the instructor and the instructor's conduct of the course. Constructive criticism is solicited.

I like the way the class was run & how we didn't have to work through the whole problems. It went kind of fast & towards the end I had some difficulties. It would be nice if you had more office hrs. Another thing that was difficult about the class was I couldn't hear what Prof. Ross said, his voice was soft some times. All in all he is a great Teacher.

*Completed questionnaires will be given to your instructor after final grades for the course have been assigned. You are not expected to sign this form.
Instructor

Course and Section no.

Please comment below on special strengths and weaknesses of the instructor and the instructor's conduct of the course. Constructive criticism is solicited.

Sometimes goes through lecture too fast. Although, instructor encourages questions and works out homework problems. I think it would be a good idea to have students answer up on the board to see how the class is really doing. Most students will not say how badly they are doing.

*Completed questionnaires will be given to your instructor after final grades for the course have been assigned. You are not expected to sign this form.
Instructor  Prof. Ross

Course and Section no. MATH 205 (3)

Please comment below on special strengths and weaknesses of the instructor and the instructor's conduct of the course. Constructive criticism is solicited.

I feel the course covered very much.

Prof. Ross is really into math. He knows what to do and students are weak in certain area which he try to do lots of example to help the students.

Prof. Ross your grading policies is reasonable if fair.

Enjoy your class. Thanks

Book store ran out of answer book.

*Completed questionnaires will be given to your instructor after final grades for the course have been assigned. You are not expected to sign this form.